
Haringey Cycling Campaign – meeting minutes – May 2017 
 
Present 
Senay Camgoz, Daniel Jaeggi, Carlos Valencia, Selena Calder, Andrew Rendle, Grant 
Gahagan, Ross Alexander, Michael Poteliakhoff 
 
Apologies 
None 
 
 
 
Minutes and actions of last meeting. 
 
SC to follow up with START re development proposals 
 
Campaigns and Events 
 
Levers for gaining support- Map (prepared by SC) based on Haringey Obesity Survey data. 
Role of cycling in improving health, fighting obesity, also helping maintain mental health and 
sense of well being. Diversity, encourage participation of all ethnicities and age groups. 
Demonstrate this to councillors. 
 
Bike week- Finsbury Park bike festival 18th June. HCC will have stall. SC will ask London Bike 
Tax. Volunteers needed for stall ?2 hr shifts or less, AR, SC, CG, MP. MP to bring banner. 
 
Walthamstow Mini Holland Tour- SC is organizing with Paul Gasson- AR, CG, GG are 
interested. 
 
Social Events. SC is taking ride leader training. GG said we should start with quite a small 
event, with a wider appeal. 
 
Wood Green AAP Consultation. MP submitted response, taking account of SC and GG 
comments. It was agreed GG will email election candidates asking if they will support a 
Healthy Streets initiative for Wood Green. The HCC consultation response can be attached. 
 
Consultations – update and request for feedback: 
 
Green Lanes/Wightman Rd consultation (till Sunday 14 May 2017 
http://www.haringey.gov.uk/transport/green-lanes-area-transport-study ) 
GG will draft HCC’s response, recording the cycle and walking friendly environment achieved 
during the bridge works and emphasising that any new work should emulate this and allow 
all age groups to walk or cycle safely on Wightman Rd and other local roads.  We would 
welcome the Consultant’s report and the quality of their proposals, giving our support to 
best 3 options (as previous minutes), ranking them in order of degree to which they would 
achieve a cycling and walking friendly environment. If the redesign option (without filtering) 
goes ahead, any new layout at the junction with Turnpike Lane should not preclude future 
ANPR enforced timed filtering.  

http://www.haringey.gov.uk/transport/green-lanes-area-transport-study


 
Bruce Grove A10 Consultation response from TfL is very disappointing. Scheme still includes 
pinch point immediately after the bus stop. SC and SC will draft email to Will Norman 
stressing lack of any good N/S cycle route. 
 
GG reported the very good improvement work at Markfied Road is in progress. It takes 
account of HCC comments. 
 
GG has been in touch with Sustrans re Quietway 10, Bounds Green to Finsbury Park and is 
arranging a meeting with them. GG, AR and MP to attend. 
 
Haringey cycling Map 
 
RC has drafted schematic map. SC will email to all present for comment. It could be made 
available online, as a campaign tool which can help identify where improvements are 
needed. 
 
Borough insert 
 
SC has asked for suggestions for copy for the next borough insert, deadline 22/5. RC is 
sending items to SC. 
 
 
 
 


